


We blend our teams with experienced consultants and
associates, and give you the ability to hire our associates
permanently after two years, allowing you to retain knowledge
grown from within your business.

The make up of our teams can be flexible to your needs.
Depending on the stage of the lifecycle, we can provide thought
leadership, resource augmentation or capability building for the
future. 

We exist to help our clients adapt, innovate and
accelerate in this new landscape.

We help you to empower your people, transform your processes,
and leverage your technology.

Solve long-term tech capability challenges
for your business.



Digital change 
is a constant 

 

Businesses need to
continually adapt, innovate

and accelerate digital
capabilities to stay ahead 

Global tech talent crisis
High demand for tech skills has
made it challenging to build internal
capability, yet the business
requirements just keep coming.

We're here to  solve your shorter
term needs at speed, but will also
leave you with long-term, improved
in-house capability.

What problem are futureproof solving?



Solving short term capacity, 
building long-term
capability.

CAPACITY

COST

CAPABILITY

INNOVATION

Reliance on 3ʳᵈ parties and
contractors, short term

solution.

Costs escalate due to over-
reliance on vendor resources

and project extensions

Vendor lock in, leading to lack
of in-house knowledge

Impacts digital maintenance
and innovation

Teams who can deliver short
term results, whilst building

longterm capabilities.

Costs reduced by creating more
balanced teams, with a clear exit
strategy for senior consultants. 

Ability to convert junior
consultants to permanent

employees, retaining IP and
building for the longterm.

Digital capability becomes
internal, creating ability to

innovate and deliver change in-
house.

Current State

We deliver against your objectives but
with a clear exit strategy. Instead of
creating dependencies, we want to

leave you with a legacy of talent, with
the individuals who have been trained
and have practical experience working

within your business. That's why we give
you the opportunity to convert our

associates into permanent employees,
helping you toward the long term goal

of building a sustainable tech workforce. 



Permanent Team

futureproof associates (L1 &2)

futureproof consultants (L3, 4 & 5)

Our flexible offering can provide a whole team, or augment
existing teams with futureproofers.



Permanent Team futureproof associates futureproof consultants

We have a clear exit strategy, helping you build longterm in-
house permanent capability. 

Short-term delivery capability Convert futureproof 
associates to permanent employees

Backfill futureproof 
consultants with permanent employees



Senior Engineers

Mid Level engineers

Associate

Architect

Tech Team Lead

QA/SDET

Example skills

Information Security Engineer/Analyst

Agile Coach/Scrum Master

Product Owner

Data Engineer/Analyst

Business Analyst



Diversity is
the future of technology.

38% 57%

85% 46%
female ethnic minorities

career changerslower income
backgrounds



Join leading employers to
build their longterm
capabilities.

Top talent. Diverse teams. Guaranteed retention.



futureproof provided the best expert engineering 
capabilities from our partner ecosystem and helped level 

up our knowledge and capabilities.  
 

Director of Mobile engineering – Tito Sarrionandia

Eligibility APIs- developing APIs for the Babylon eligibility system 

symptoms checker 

Health loop - developing visual front end for wearable technology 

Digital triage -  build tooling to support validation and compliance processes of Babylon's 

AI product 

Clinical care - develop clinician check in functionality

 AI clinical guidelines - build and develop AI driven chat bots for clinical guidelines. 

To resolve this problem, we have helped Babylon to move away from a monolithic codebase 

and build a micro-frontend architecture. This allows every team to work on their own 

codebase, implement their own test and release pipelines and develop features without 

interfering with other teams' workflows. This new architecture has allowed Babylon to rapidly 

grow its mobile development team without losing any productivity or sacrificing quality. 

The team delivered work packages across the following initiatives:

futureproof was engaged to support Babylon health with its IPO goals, the business had a 

desire to transform the original monolith architecture into a more scalable micro front end. 

The reason for doing this is because traditional mobile applications (both native and React 

Native) are developed with a monolithic architecture. This works great in smaller scale 

teams as they all work on the same codebase, but causes stagnation as the teams start to 

grow, resulting in diminishing returns with every new hire. Babylon health saw this as a 

potential blocker to its growth ambitions.  

futureproof 
transforms Babylon 
Health. 


